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COLOR- BLINDNESS STUDY:
COLOR DISCRIMINATION ON THE TICCIT SYSTEM

Calvin S. say
Edward W. Schneider

April 1974

Richards and Macklin (1971) estimated that color coding may be a

source of confusion, or not seen, by about 8 percent of men and .5 percent

of women. TICCIT courseware, thus far, has depended on color coding as:

1) a means of idea isolation; 2) a means of organizing; and 3) occasionally

as a means of adding variety. The problem is whether the peculiar TICCIT

syste'm colors within the color coding schemes will be a source of confusion,

or not seen, by some segment of the target populations.

Thuline (1964) indicated a possibility of putting color deficient

grade school students at an unrecognized disadvantage by using color in

teaching. -In the study .a survey of 10,341grade school students was Imade.

A larger proportion of color deficient cilildren appeared to have learning and

behavioral problems. A study by'Dannenpair (1972) giyes some support to

the idea that color deficient high school students may. also have learning

problems. Scores on a color-blindness test, I.Q. scores, and semester\

'grades in a high school biology course were correlated for 81. Students.

relationship wasriound between IQ: and color-l?lindness,. however/ a strJpng

negative relationship was found between color- blindness and".semester grades
I
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in biology. In a correlational study by L renz an McClure' (1935) it was

found that no relationship existed .between
I .

blindness; and academic success in college

rrtelligence scores, color-
.

students. This appears to'

contradict the Dannenmair study- and the If dings by Thuline. The contra-

di tion is cleared up in seeing ha_t'biol gy la highly filled with color,
\

.- -
while general academic success is probably quite independent of perfect

)(`'.. color discrimination. To read a book With black print on a white paPer bari

be, discriminated easily even by the

TICCIT courseW,are may be easily correlated to the Dannenmair,

study in predicting that ;in general acadeic work, the color-blind student

will appear, no differentthat the normal propulation, but with TICCIT color

coded material, he may have problems. HoWever, these problems may be

lessened ifcolor confusions can be identified and avoided in TICCIT course-

ware. The identification of these color confusions on the TICCIT system
. O .

was accomplished by the following:

METHOD

COnfusibility of the seven TICCIT system Colors was determined

by subject color coding errors tallied into a confusiOn matrix. An error

was defined as a subject response (color coding in a subject selected
-

color) different than the stimulus color give\n. Each color, crossed with

itself and all other colors in a confusion matrix,indicated which colors
cs7

7.

are confused with which others.
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Eleven color-blind Brigham Young University students were the

color-blind subjects. Ten were male, and one was female. Three normally-

sighted. BYU'students were also used for comparison to thcolar:iliind S's

responses. Two of the normally-sighted students were femak and one was

male. Caber-blindness was determined by the scores on the pseudo-isoehromatic
k4,

plates.. 1

\ ..
. .

The apparatus used was a TICCIT terminal consisting of a televi4n

display and the special user keyboard. Materials such as colored marking

pens and response sheets were also prOvided.

PROCEDURE

An advertisement was placed in the BY.0 campus newspaper; the

Daily Universe, on February 12 and 13, 1974., Respondents to this ad, 17

in number, Were scheduled for the study during the following week. Ele'ven

.of the respondents were used. Three, normal subjeCts were also used to

compare against.

The,.pseudo-isochromatic'color-,blindness plates were presented to

each subject! .,. The results of this test are presented in Figure' lishown on the

following page -.

In a short pre-training session (see ApPendix,A), the students were

introduced to the co s qnd the color names on the TICCIT system by demon-
,

Strating two preliminary color coded pages. The seven colors of the TICCIT

system Were (pointed out to each subjec Paper copies of the two preliminary-a
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OLOR-BLIND 'SUBJECTS

%,

Student Red-Green Blue - Yellow iottl

1

,

28.5 5.5 . 34.4
i

2 23.0 6.0 29.0

3 ) 28.0 2.0- . 30.0

4

. ,

( 28.5 6.0 34.5

5 27.5
, 6.0 ;33.5

6' 29.0'
, 6.0 35.0

0

, 6.0

.

- '35.5

8.

2.9..5

27.5 5.5
.

33.0

c. 30.0 6.0 ,36.0

10 22.0 6.B

1.1 . 21.5 5.0 26.5

NORMAL SUBJECTS

4 , ,

tudent Red-Green

.

Blue-Yellow Total)

.05 -' 0.0 0.5

2 0.0
. 3

0.0 0°. 0',

3 5,5 0.5
-',

6.0'
/k

0

Figure 1: Summary of Errors on
Pseudo-IsochrOmattt Plates by Student

a

.



television displays, as well asp aper copies of ten stimulus displays to-

be presented following prelirni,nary training, Were given to thestydent-(see

Appendix B). The paper copies of the stimulus material were black and

white and contained none of the color codings that appeared on the screen.

Each word and punctuation of the stimulus material on the screen was
4

randomly assigned one of the seven system ,colors. The subjects were

shown six colored marking pens Which corresponded to six of the seven

colors on the TICCIT system. Black had no pen to represent it. In the

pre-training session the subjects were shown how to mark the paper copies

with -the colored marking. pens so that they corresponded to the color c9d-.,
ings of the same materialas it appeared on the TV screen,. As practise,

they, were allowed to mark the paper copies themselves with the experimenter

guiding them. The colored marking pens were each labeled as to the partic-

ular system color that they were to be used fork When the pre-training

session was completed, the subjects then ,Proceeded to work tl-trough ten

more pages of color coded stimulus material, color coding,th aper copies

as they had beerr instructed in the pre-training session. After subje,ct

completed the color coding task, he was asked to complete, shirt

questionnaire (see Appendix C).

RESULTS

Infuston Matrix: Errors in color identificat were,soored

using a transparent overlay key, and tabulated in a confusion rrrtriAseer

Appendix D). The results from the color-blind subjects were combined and

It



the error counts were converted to error probabilities, as shown in Figure 2

on the following page. The same wasd ne for the normal subject responses.

e probability in each cell is a conditional probability of a form: Prob.

{ Rx/y }, which cari"be expressed in words as: givez1 stimulus cofor y,-

'what is the p9bability of obtaining response x? In add-ition to the cell

probabilities, the overall error probabilities for each color were calculated.

They appear in the extreme right-hand column of Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 shows five color combinations as significant. Significance

is set at the :OS level. The-tifterence betweeritraditional statistic uses of

the, alpha level and the use of alpha in this study is that to be significant,

the core must be above .05 rather than `below. In other Oords five times'

or 'less out.of a hundred will be counted as a 'ehanceserror-hile any more

errors than five out of a hundred ie:,then considered not to be chance, but

a significantiproblem point. In order iof significance, the following color
,1

confusion probabilities were found: /- .

, v ,

Error
Res nse 4 ProlAbili

Green &a Yellow \' . ,0.3930
Cyan . White',, 0.2591
White Cyan 0.2239
Yellow Green 0.1168
Red Black 0.1089
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Stimulus
Color-Given

-..!.*

, 1 Response
Overall
Error
ProbabilityRed Green Yellow Blue Black Cyan white.

Red
0.0016 *0.1089

,-/...
0.0008 0.1113' 3

Green . . *0.3930 .0007 0.0172. 0.0007 0.0014 ' *0.4130

.Yellow
.

*0:1168 , 0.0067 0.0008 *0.1243.

"Blue. 0.0022 / 0.0065 0.0007 0.0094 0.0188

Black . 0..,0146 - 0.0008
:,-----;-----.. 0.0089 0.0243

,Cyan 0.0015 0.0015 0.0167 0.2591
. .

*0.2788

White: 0.0015 0.0008 0.0098 0:.0180 *0.2239 *0.2540

*Significant at .05 level

T

a.

Figure 2: Combined Confusion ProbabiAty
, Matrix for Eleven Color-Blind Subjects

_714,446(

L



Stimulus
Color Given

.Response
Overall
Error
ProbabilityRed- Green Yellow Blue :Black Cyan: -White

Red
...----------****" ' 0.0060 0.0060

Green . b

._

0.0679 .04026 0.0105

Yellow
'

.---------------..-

-../.... 0.0600

Blue , .

0..0000

Back 0.0060
i''

:0.0060 4' 0.0120

Cyan

...

_.../

2,/,
0,0028 0;0028

White

t.

d 0.0083 , 0.0165 ,/ 0:0248

/

Figure 3: Combined Confusion Probability
Matrix for Three Normal Subjects
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Overall error probabilities per color in Order of significance are

Green 0.4130
Cyan 0.2788
White 0.2540
Yellow 0.1243
Red 0.1113

Figure 3 reveals that none cif the probabilities is significant for

the normal subjects.

Questionnaire: Question 1 results are shown in Figure 4 (see

the following page)...Out of &0 responses made by the color-blind S as to

problem colors, yellow-gren, cyan-White each received 40 percent of the

responses., Red' lack received 20 percent of the responses., Normal

subjects only mentioned that blue-black combinations were sometimes hard

to see.

Question 2 results are shown in Figure 5 (see Page. 11). From4L

most preferred to le st preferred color, the color-blind listed blue, black,

red, yellow, white, cyan and green., Normal .subjectS mean preferences
r

were higher on every color than the colqr-blind subjects. Their ratings were

basically in the same_order'except for green whiOh was rated., relatively,

much higher.

/ 'Question 3 results are shown 41 Figure -6 (sae Page 12). A ma] rity

of color-blind students felt color should be Used in ins ction. Some/felt

it was a necessity for variety while ,others felcit was an excellent idea
. .

`,. t.

isoledor. However, six of the subjects answering "yes," qualified their

11
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Most
Praferced

:75

,.25.

-.50

Least
,Pielerred -1

4

'5

11

0
ro V

, a)., N.
>-1 0 0

Figure 5

co

'Key

-Color -blind subiect mean

+301--Standard deviation

0 --Normal subject

Preference Ratings on the TICCIT Colors.
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'Percentage
of

Response
Total

1.`

lop

75

50

,25

12

61.5%

15.4% 23.1%

a)

a)
..o

ro

Figure 6,

Response Percentale,p on if Color
Should be Used in Instruction

I
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response With a reduction of the amount of color from the experimental
. ' n

stimulus material and a plea for logical use of color coding!! Normal subjects

all felt color was desirable.

Black and White TV, and Background Intensity: Time did not allow

for more than three subjects to be asked for preference-on these topics. Two
, rof the subjects, after seeing stimulus material on both black and white and

color sets, felt they liked the black and white set best. The other subject

felt the color set was best because of variety. The two preferring the black
-r

and white set seemed to be judging their preference-on the severely random

color coded stimulus material rather than from the explained, actual use of

color coding in TICCIT courseware.

Two subjeCts preferred the medium intensity for the background .on

the-TV display (three settings-: 1) highesfintensity; 2) medium intensity; and

3) -lowest intensity). One preferred the highest intensity. aid say-that if.

he worked at the terminal a while, he may tend to prefer the medium intensity.

DISCUSSION

The individual cell probabilities show that color-blind subjects

experience problems discriminating between yellow and green, cyan and

white, and red, and black. Normal subjects have no real trouble with any
a

of the color combinations. Most non-significant error probabilities for the A

color combinations may be explained in terms of errors of omission. For

example, the stimulus was white, but the subject failed to mark it, leaving

it blank.

failure to

This failure to mark the stimulus white probably was not because of

discriminate between black and white, but because of overlooking
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the stimulus. Many ertors may have also. beep? due tq not understanding the'

procedure completely; mismarking, etc. Had the sample size for the normal

group been more equivalent to the color-blind group, the normal errois could .

have been used a correction factor on the color-blind errors made from care-

lessness rather than color confusion.

It seems` rather intere7ing,that the questionnaire revealed the same

results as the error probabilities. Question 1 and 2 results seem to verify

the results of the confusion matrix.

Question 3 on the questionnaire shows that the color - blind subjects

generally feel that color is valuable if used logically and sparingli,.. This

does not seem congruent with the results of the preference-for the black and

white TV, however.

It was not expected that the color-blind-subjects would prefer the

black and white TV displays to the color. Because only these subjects were

asked, there is certainly a high probability offsampling bias. Question 3

shows that the color-blind subjects 'do tend to think color is a desirable

thing oh-the TICCIT display. The two subjects preferring the black and

white set, on further questioning indicated that the random" noisiness" of

the stimulus m#rial had made them feel that color wasn't worth it. However,

both also agreed that color might be-desirable if used less, and more logically.

They also indicated that color 'that was confusable should be avoided.

A preference for the medium intensity of TV display brightness in

the background was found.' Time did not permit seeing if background bright-

ness effects errors in color. discrimination. None of the subjects liked the

16



low intensity, two-liked the medium intensity Zest, and one liked; .the high

intensity best. Atl tended to feel that in working for a long) time at the.

j terminal, the medium intensity would be easiest on the eyes and enable

them to discriminate colors b

CONCLUSION

We tentatively conclude that simtataneous use of green and yellow

color coding should be ,avoided in the TICCIT lesson material. Of course,I
this may not atways be possible. In such cases, underlining, -capitalizing,

subscripting and other means of redundant cueing should be employed. White

. and cyan1\should likewise be avoided in conibination, although this,,-434-,,

bination it less likely to occur in the scheme of TICCIT color usage; white

is usually reserved for the characters typed 'on the screen by, the Student.

The use of red and black in combination, although not. as' severe a'problem,

should be reduced where possible.

Generally, color-blind students felt that color was desirable in

instruction if used sparingly and logically.
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APPENDIX
A

PRE-TRAINING

Welcome to the BYU Institute for Computer' Uses in_Education.

The TVkeyboard system you see before you is a computer-assisted

instructional system called TICCIT.' The TICCIT-system allows a student

to use.this keyboard to command a computer to generate instruction on the

ITV screen.. Eventually, this. system, or ones similar to it, will be

established in several junior colleges. around the nation. Students at

these colleges will have access to intermediate algebra courses and to

English composition lessons on the system:

e of the highlights of this °system is the use of color. This

special TV screen can generate seven distinct colOrs for use in instruction;

The high resolution screen', finer than a home TV screen, and special color

intensifiers help to make the col& distindt.

One question which has developed, is whether or not color-blind

Students might have an unduly hard,. if not impossible, time distinguishing

colors on the systeni. In some instructional displays, the information has

certain color codings which help to communicate the inform-4tion, and thus

it is important to be able too distinguis'h colors, or at least intensities.

k

20
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Purpose: The purpos'e of this study is see what. colors. are Most ,
. .

often fao n fu s ed with otherS. This will " ivy the instructional 'designers to
, L

avoid using confusing colors in Instructionalframesfor the benefit of the.

color-blind. ,

Procedure: On the screen you will see seven numbered sentences..

Note that. each sentence is a different color, 'epresentihg all of the Possible

,seven colorp. Underneath the numbered sente ces, in the same order, are

the names of the seven colors, color coded in hat.color

On the table by the,keyboard, you hay- six magic markers COri-e-

i sponding t14!;--o. six of the seven colors. Black is,t e color not represented.

EaCh marker is also labeled in a ward as to its c for to eliminate confusion.

Red. pink magic ma ker
Green green magic m rker
Yellow yellow magic marker.

Blue dark blue magi marker
Black none
Cyan light blue magic marker'
White orange magic ma ker (since there is no

such thing as.w ite magic marker)

The sheets of paper on the table are xeroxe copies of the displays

that Will appear on the TV screen. The main differen e is that the xeroxed

copies are not in color, but are black. on-white.

For example, look at the first pag5 marked sample. Now, push the

skip buttOn for the 'same display on the TV 4creen.
,

Note the amount of color on the TV display. Allseven colors have

b en randomly assigned to each work and punctuation. ote the Red pert

at the end of the very last sentence. The word multiple in the title is also
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( 3.

The inrth67.-- second sentence is,greeri. .A and 0th-in the third sentence

are both yelloW. ;And in the fourth- sentence is Ikue. ProduCt and power-....),....... -v- _ r,.. .-0 rn

in the fifth sentence are all blac . And in the last sentence.of the ipdond
"

paragraph iscyan, which is a light blue. Thep right before this cyan'

'Colored word and is white.
X

The task you are asked to do, is. to 1"ook carefully atithe TV'display

and mark the corrftsponding,xeroxed page with the magic markers to look as

close to the colored TV display as possible. You have a magic marker for

each polor except black which your should leave like it is. Because there

is no white magic marker, orange will represent. white. When you are

finished with that display, push the skip button and the next display will

peaPP. Turk the page'lo the corresponding xeroxed display and continue

to where-the xeroxed page-will tell you to end.

As practice, try -making the first sentence of thenple display

look as similar as posible tb the, TV display in coloring. rrt is probably

most practical, to mark over a whole word like highlighting in book rathee

than trying to underline, or trace individual letters. In come case , such

as punctuation-marks,- there isn't much to mark so that you will have t be

careful in order not to mark mor than intended.

One marking strategy which may help you work fatht jr6ke

one color at a time, and mark all words and punctuation of thaotc.color first

:3'%'Imbefore starting to mark with the next color. Try this strategy on the next.

two lines.

Any Questions? If you have any probleins, just call me..Begin.

90
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c,Ome the :BYU LC i y

T "t V 'd y, i to, i n8 r'kut

math., and 'English be, taught.
4. Later man,y other sub jets Oil': 'Cau.g/h

.firany quest) ons ,arise' abput thiss system.
6. ,Can color, bl nd students see 'the cplorstr
7. Vihi ch colors, should b'e aVo i der(

Below you will, find the 7.colors.
L. Red

2. Green

'3. Ye]: lo)i

4 "Blue

5). Bla'ck

6. Cyan

. te

."sLLE PALE:1 *EDIT,/ s -----)A
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1.:easr-ttCommon'ivilult lie(L.0 it )
. -

,
The le t j

s common ,muil.iple of two flatup

andnumbers 13* ana ti i s'" the .smallest natu,rial

nufnber whiCh ' i s a multi i ple of bothp. anti:

The least common lultiple.(1.-.C.Ivi) 'Of p and qi

1.s '14- product .1:Kt. the hig-,hest power.' of . .,
1

primes which di vides13 'or/ q.
9 ;

To obtitin L p and q we multiply the

highest powers of pr imes which' oactif in

the prime factorizations of p and cio.

The .L.Cal of several natural numberi is

the .smallest natural number .whicti is .a

multi ple--of each of the' gai ven numbers
L

.S LE eAuE:2 *EDIT's (-)u(s)AS imo
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,FINDING-HELPING WORDS

IN SENTEkCES

He4ing wOrds are words that sometiffes
. )

,-.
join with verb to' help .make verb

.

phrase. These helOng words suggest._

LI'KLIFIGOD or rOSSIBILITY.4hen they are

'used in a verb,pbrase, .helping words al-

ways come BEFORE the verb.

As we learned before, the helping wor08

are: may; might, must

)

will, would

RULE idAuE:4 *EDIT

Lglit (the word to usu
o

ought in sentenc

sftall, should

can, could

11,y follows

s)

u (s)6 ( ----)A



ut a comma before the added 1iiking

-vikord if necessary.

Ihis is It ,for. That is not it.

This is it lyet That is Pnot it.

This is it ,so That is notit.

This is it and That is not it.

This is it or That is not it

This is it ,nor That is not it.

7pis i s it but That is not it,

his is it; That is not it.

COmmA FCRYETS0

RULE fdAuE:5 *EDIT



This paragraph is not coherent because it

has no logical or6ering.

The moment I saw' the room, I vas over,-

whelmed wi th a sense of disaster. Tie floor

itself was covered with mud and debris. The

piano lay broken and scratched. As my eyes

moved around-the room, I noticed that there

were books and vases all over the. floor. On

the' -other side of the 'room, the windows

were shuttered. In'the far corner of the

room, the huge chair lay overturned and

spotted with mud. The entire room cave

-evidence of the hurricane the night. before.

-RLLE *EDIT t4(s)s
e

29



lvf Verb phrase 1-3(helping verb

verr

Then the verb,can end in --in

If Verb phrase + verb

Then the verb canna end' in -ing'e

RULE FALIE:"L *EDIT

30
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to find the principal n-th ofc

whiere n i s odd when :c0 proceed' as

follows:

Find a number x such that

Use thelollaping

a)
n,

xk0 then ltx"

4If x4.0 th



They are the city scavengers, these ,pigs..
Ugly brute8: they are, having, for the most

part, scanty browq backsi).14 the lids of

old horsehairitrunk.s, spotted with unwhole.-

some black,blotchet. Theuhave long, gaunt
.

legs, ioo,and such peaked 8tiouts."H They

are never attended, upon, or fed', or driven,,,

or caught, but are' thrown upon their own

resources in early'life.

r
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" r love you"

sa i d a great mother._,

"I, love you for 101at yo,ju are

Xppw i ng 'so well what you are.

And I love you more yet, child ,

deeper yet than ever, child,

for what you are going to 13,e,

knowing. so well you are going far ,

know i ng you`r great works are ahead,

ahead aftd beyond

.yonder and far over yet."

Carl Sandberg
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4 "He who gets :up at cockcrow and, thinks of

nothing except doing the good is a fellow

of the holy Shun. H who gets uvat cock-

crow and thinks of nothing except his

profit is a fellow of the brigand' thilL Do

you want t6 know the difference between the )

holy Shun' and the br igand Chi h7 It .coRsists,

of nothing else than of the difference

between the good and the prof i table.

1 0 #

Trapslated from the 6 erman text i n

Richird 4 1 i 1 h e 1 m , -mong EiZ i "Gion g' Ko),

(Jena 1921 Book -425), 10. 16,
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FOHN

BlincieJ'Klage im Ond, mondene Winterage,

K i ndhe 1 lei se verhall en die Schr i.tte an

schwarzer Heckel

Lahges Abendgelaut.

,Leise kommj die weisse Nacht gezogen,

Verwandeltin purpurne Traume Sctierz and

Plage

Des steinigen Lebens,

J

Dass nimmer dRr,dornige Stachel ablasse

vom verwesenden Leib.

I
George Trak].
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Color Discriminatiot Study

1. What Tors did you fiave trouble with?

2. Rate the seven TICCIT colors on' the scales below" by marking an X
where appropriate.

Most Preferred Least Pr.eferred

Red +1 I -1

Greerf
--1°

1,-1

Yellow

I

1 ,I

I I

I I

Blue

Black +1

Cyan +1

White +1

-1

-1

-1'

I -1

3. Do you feel that color is a desirable thing to use in instruction such
as the TV displays you have seen today?
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RED

3LUE

3.YAN

RED GREEN

Name
Date

CONFUSION MATRIX
DATX COLLECTION

SHEET

YELLOW

Response

BLUE . BLACK CYAN WHITE.
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